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Let X = L’(S”-‘), where S”- ’ is the unit sphere in R”, let /i > 0 denote 
the negative of the Laplace-Beltrami operator in Sn-‘, and let I, denote the 
interval (a. co), a > 0. This paper concerns the asymptotic behavior of real, 
X-valued functions u(r), r E I,, which satisfy the differential inequality 
l/2 
< p(r) 
dz:’ 1 [II II & +;rw~)+ll~l/2 1 9 rEI,. (1) 
Here (. , .) and (( . (1 denote the inner product and norm in X, respectively. 
Inequalities of this sort arise, for example, when one considers pertur- 
bations of the Helmholtz equation 
Au(r, 0.1) - k2u(r, w) = 0 
in the case k > 0, where 
A= 
is the Laplace operator in spherical coordinates (r, Ed), In fact, consider the 
equation 
Au-k2u-Au-L+&=O 
where, say, 2 is a first order differential operator in the angular variables o, 
and 8 and c are, say, scalar functions of (r, o). By performing the similarity 
transformation x = kx’ one can first assume k = 1 in (2) with suitably 
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redefined 6, g, c”. The substitution u(r, o) = Y(“-“‘*u(r, w) then leads to the 
equation 
where 
Lv = Pv, (3) 
Lv=d2u-I&v 
dr2 r2 
and 
with A=x, B=B, and 
C=c’- +7+ (n - l)(n - 3) Id 
r* f 
where Id: X + X is the identity map. 
It is known ([ 1, 21) that a non-trivial solution u of the Helmholtz equation 
Au - k*u = 0, r > a, satisfies 
rn-’ (j~1(~ =jsnm, (u(r, o)i* rn-’ do > coemZk’, r-9 co. 
If a sufficiently strong perturbation is present he lower bound is not main- 
tained. For example, in R3 the equation Au - [k* + 2kl/r] u = 0 has 
solutions u(r, w) = (eCk’/r’+l)yl(o), where 1 is an integer and y,(w) is a 
spherical harmonic, 
dYl(W) = [Cl+ 1) Yl(W>. 
Consequently, we will require that all perturbations vanish more rapidly than 
the Coulomb term r- ‘. Specifically, we require that the perturbation term Pv 
given in (3) satisfy 
IIW G p(r) [l[~ll’ + $ (Au, v) + IIV IV] l’*, r E I, (4) 
where p E L’(I,) and behaves like o(r-‘) as r * 03. 
We will deal only with those functions v for which 
(5) 
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i.e., we assume that v has finite energy integral (5). In addition, we impose a 
radiation condition on u, requiring that 
ll4I +O as r+w* 
(6) 
This choice of radiation condition is motivated by the following 
considerations. In the model case of the Helmholtz equation in an exterior 
domain in R3; 
h(r, w) - u(r, 0) = 0, r > R, 
it is known [3] that u has an expansion 
u(r, w) = k -r F S,(W)) 
EO r" 
which can be differentiated termwise. It is readily seen that the condition 
r+ 00, (7) 
selects the case so(o) ~4 0, which is the unique case in which u f 0. We also 
have lju(r)lj’ > yo(ec2’/r2) in this case. Under the substitution v = ru, (7) is 
transformed into 
r+ co, (8) 
which is the radiation condition (6) we have adopted. Observe also that (6) 
implies 
= I1 + v/(r)1 II v 112, 
where v(r) = ty(r, v) = o(l/r) as r + 03. 
The condition (9) implies a lower bound on ]/ v ]12; in fact, if v & 0, 
(9) 
Ilu(r) > yoe-2’e~Sk~(S’dS, r> r. > a, 
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which follows from 
Our result below sharpens this bound by removal of the term 
exp(- IF, v(s) ds), which may decay at a rapid rate as r -+ 00.. 
We will call a function v smooth if u E C*(I,; X), u(r) E g(A) for r E I,, 
and (/iv)(r) E C(I, ; X). 
THEOREM. Let v be a smooth function possessing finite energy and 
satisfying the radiation condition 
and the dlflerential inequality 
where p E L ‘(I,) is o( l/r) as r + 00. If v f 0, there exist constants y0 > 0 
and r0 > a such that 
II+->ll’ > ww2’, r> rO. 
As an application of the theorem we state the following corollary. k?(X) 
denotes the endomorphisms on X, 
COROLLARY. Let v(r), r E I,, be a smooth, non-trivial, Jnite energy 
solution of 
Lu=PuzAa+B$+Ca, 
where A, B, C satisfy the assumptions 
(Al) B(r), C(r) E a(X) for r E I, with b(r) = supSar I( B(s)11 and c(r) SE 
sup, a r II C(s)11 belonging to L ’ (I,,); 
(A2) A(r): X+X is linear, g(A) c g(A(r)) for r E I, and 
a(r) = sup 
.:iy*) 
IIA@>xll 
(l/s2 (Ax, x) + ll4l7”” I ’ rEZ,, SST 
belongs to L ‘(I,). 
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If u satisfies the radiation condition 
then 
r+ co, 
llNr>ll’ > h-2r (Yo > 0) 
for sufficiently large r. 
Areas of possible application include the linear Schroedinger equation in 
the negative eigenvalue case: 
-h(x) + q(x) u(x) = -k%(x) 
as well as the non-linear Klein-Gordon equation 
h(x) - k*u(x) = qqu), 
particularly the case 4(u) = u IuJ* U; see [4]. 
We begin with some observations and notation. 
Let D(r), r > a, denote the standard energy density: 
D(r,u)=D(r)- $ 2+;(Au,u)+~~u~~*. /I /I 
By integration of the identity 
one finds 
If now u satisfies the differential inequality jlLvil < pD”*(r), then 
l(u, Lull < P II ZJ IID”‘(r) < ip(r)[D(r) + II ZJ II’1 G p(r) D(r), 
and consequently, the inequality (10) above implies that 
I m [ 1 - p(s)] D(s) ds < fD(r). ‘i- 
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Recalling that p E L ’ (I,) and is order o( l/r) it is readily seen that 
D(r) = O(e-2r). 
It also follows from (10) that 
and 
(11) 
(12) 
asr-m. 
We next introduce a modified energy density N(r, u): 
N(r) = N(r, u) = (T(r) $, $) + (T(r) u. u), rEZ,. 
Here T(r) E 8(X) denotes the family (a semigroup in l/r) of non-negative 
self-adjoint operators 
T(r) = exp -+.-A = 2 e-(nfllr)pn, 
( ) 
rEZ,, 
where 
is the spectral representation of A. 
The following are evident from the definition of T(r): 
0 < T(r) < I, r E I, ; (13) 
7’(r) -P Z in the strong operator topology as r --t CO ;
If u E @(A) satisfies (AU(r), n(r)) = o(r) 1) u(r)/\‘, 
r + co, there exists y = y(v) > 0 such that 
(V) uy 0) > Y 11~112 
for sufficiently large r. 
(14) 
(1% 
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For r E I,, the operator 
S(r) = A T(r) 
is bounded, self-adjoint and non-negative; 
and for x E X, 
f S(r) x = f S(r)x. (16) 
LEMMA 1. The modified energy density N(r, v) satisfies the differential 
inequality 
(17) 
Proof: From the definition of N we find (the prime indicates d/dr): 
dN 
~=wl > r v’, v”) + f (AT(r) v’, v’) + 2(T(r) v’, v) + f @T(r) v, v) 
= 2(T(r) v’, Lv) + g (T(r) v’, /iv) + 2(T(r) v’, v) 
+ $ (AT(r) v’, v’) + 2(T(r) v’, v) + f (AT(r) v, v) 
= 2(T(r) v’, Lv) + 4(T(r) v’, v) 
+ f [ 2(A T(r) v’, v) + (A T(r) v’, v’) + (A T(r) v, u)]. 
Since S(r) = A T(r) is non-negative, the Schwartz inequality shows the 
expression in brackets to be non-negative, and since 
2 IV(r) v’, u>l GNP), 
it follows that (17) holds. 
LEMMA 2. Let v be a smooth function with finite energy which satis$es 
the radiation condition 
llv’+4l=o + 1141 ( ) 
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and the differential inequality 
where p(r) = o( l/r), p E L ‘(I,). Then 
w, 0) = o(r) II u v, r--, 00, 
and there exist constants m, r, such that 
o < m < (T(r) u, VI < 1 
’ 11412 ” 
r > r,. 
(18) 
(19) 
Proof: To establish (18) we start from the identity 
dr 
d [Ilt.‘ll’-llvl’-~(~~,‘;)]=2(LU,v’)+~(/1”,”). (20) 
(Symmetry of A and continuity of Av are used here to establish 
(d/dr)(Av, v) = 2(A U, v’).) Integration of (20) over (r, co) produces the 
equation 
f(/1L.,L’)+(l~~l2-ll~‘l~2=2j~~(Lu,~’)ds+2j~3fr(il~,~)ds. (21) 
The first integral on the right-hand side above we estimate by using 
lW~~‘>l<p(r> [Il~‘ll’+lcl’+~(~~~~~]~ 
the behavior p(r) = o(l/r), and the estimate (1 I), to obtain 
(/Iv, v) ds. 
Finally, the radiation condition allows us to estimate the last two terms on 
the left-hand side of (21) to obtain 
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where 4(r) = o( l/r) as r--t oo. This inequality is readily solved, and yields 
the estimate 
(22) 
where 
and 
yqr) = ,2, -S,m2P(s)ds 
v(r) = + + &J(r). 
Since r-‘Y(r) -+ 1 as r -+ co, the product V(s) v(s) 4(s) = o(1) as s + co, so 
that from (22) we obtain the following estimate: 
Use of (12) to estimate the integral above leads finally to the estimate 
and proves the first part of the lemma, (18). The estimate (19) has already 
been noted; see (15) above. 
Proof of Theorem. By Lemma 1, 
$ > -2N + 2(T(r) u’, LO). 
We proceed to estimate the term (T(r) u’, LO) as follows: 
IV’P) ~‘3 Lv)l,< II T(r) u’ II + IILu II 
From Lemma 2 and the radiation condition it thus follows that 
IGT) u’, (v>l< p(r) [ 2 + 0 (f) ] Il~ll~, 
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and finally, from (19) of Lemma 2, 
for sufficiently large r. Thus N satisfies the differential inequality 
f > (-2 + Cp(r))N; (23) 
for r > r2, say. 
If N(q > 0 for some F > r2, then (23) implies that 
e2*eCJ~pdsN(r, v) > e2iiv(f, v), r > f. 
Since p E L'(Z,), we see that 
N(r, v) > y1 e-2r 
for some y1 > 0 and r > 7. 
Finally, since 11 v’ 11’ + II v I(* > N(r, v), and )I v’ 11’ = O(il v II’) (from (9)) we 
obtain the final estimate: 
for some y0 > 0 and r suffkiently large. 
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